Garstang & The Lancaster Canal Circular Walk
Starting Point
The walk commences from the river end of the small car park, containing the toilet block
situated behind The Discovery Centre on the High Street in Garstang. Grid Reference 494 455.
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Refer to Ordnance Survey Material
(Based Upon)
Terrain
Easy walking conditions but can be
muddy across the farm fields.
Distance
Approximately 3.3 miles (5.3km).
Allow 3 hours to complete the
walk.
The Route
Please observe the Countryside
Code at all times.

1. From the bottom right hand corner of the car park, turn right and follow the footpath
alongside the River Wyre. Continue until you reach the second exit path on your right hand
side and enter a wide grassed alleyway known as a 'weind'. This path leads you between
houses and through an archway onto the High Street.
2. Turn left and continue to walk down the street until you reach the road junction with the
mini roundabout. Directly ahead of you is the Wyre Road Bridge. Cross over the bridge
and take the entrance to the nursing home (a converted corn mill), which is located on your
right hand side. Look out for traffic.
3. On the left of the building you will see an archway. Proceed through the archway and join
the footpath which follows the river bank. Continue along until you reach the aqueduct. Go
under the aqueduct and climb the wooden steps on the left hand side, onto the canal
towpath.
4. Turn right and follow the towpath. At the fifth bridge (no. 56), leave the path, ascend the
steps and climb the stile. Turn left and cross the bridge. Continue along the farm track until
you reach a field gate.
5. Once through the gate, climb the stile on your left hand side, cross the ditch via the wooden
plank and head straight across the field towards the farm buildings and castle ruins. As you
reach the field boundary fence, locate an opening and follow the hedge line to the farm.
Enter the farmyard via the gate or stile and continue past the farmhouse, noting the castle
ruins on the left hand side. Turn right immediately past the farmhouse and follow the farm
track, continue past the barns and bear right until you reach a field gate.
6. Locate a stile at the left hand side of the gate, proceed over it and turn left. Follow the fence
line until you reach another stile on your left hand side. Cross the adjacent field, heading
for the opposite side which provides access to the disused railway cutting (the conservation
area on the right is known as Wildgoose Wood). Climb the stile and turn left where an

immediate descent may be difficult. Continue along the bank until an easy descent can be
made to the bottom.
7. Continue in the same direction, along the cutting until you reach a fence and stile. Follow
the footpath beyond and cross two more stiles as you approach Garstang. The path then
joins a tarmac road which is part of the pumping station complex. Continue walking until
you reach the first stone building on the bridge and locate an opening in the wall, giving
access to the stone steps.
8. Descend the steps and head right, following the riverside footpath back towards the car
park.
Weinds
These are ancient rights of way or alleyways to the High Street. A historical feature of
Garstang dating back to medieval times.
Corn Mill
This was built in the 18th century, although its origins lie in the 13th century. It is now a
nursing home.
Wyre Aqueduct
This single span aqueduct, 110 feet long and 34 feet high carries the Lancaster Canal over the
River Wyre. It dates from 1797 and was designed by John Rennie.
Lancaster Canal
Construction of the canal began in 1792 and was opened in 1797
to carry coal North and limestone South. It later became a
passenger service between Preston and Kendal.
It brought increasing prosperity to Garstang until the advent of
the Preston/Lancaster railway in the 1840's. Today a canal is a
leisure amenity and haven for wildlife. Fish provide food for
birds such as Kingfisher, Heron, Mallard, Swans and Moorhen –
all of which can be seen in this area. Water plants such as the
White Water Lily and Yellow Flag Iris grow.

